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This paper presents calculations of the interaction energies between non-bonded hydrogen
atoms in the planar model systems A—H...H—B for ÄHH distances from 1.0 to 15.0 a.u. using a
perturbation formalism including exchange. Trends in the interaction energy have been examined
as a function of the parameters of the model. The analysis in terms of electrostatic concepts was
attempted and the extension of such concepts to small H...H separations appears questionable.
Finally, a convenient functional representation of the interaction energy was obtained for both
linear and non-linear cases.
The calculation of intermolecular forces using perturbation theories which
include exchange has received considerable attention recently.* Van Duyneveldt
and Murrell 2 applied such a perturbation formalism to calculations of the energy
of the hydrogen "bond" in A—H...B. Although this interaction is important,
the H...H interactions also play a significant role in many biologically important
molecules. Consequently the model of Van Duyneveldt and Murrell was extended
to cover the planar model system A—H...H—B. Since the calculations of
J. G. C. M. Van Duyneveldt and F. B. Van Duyneveldt 3 indicated a marked sen-
sitivity to the accuracy of their basic integrals, approximations were avoided by
the use of Huzinaga's method 4> 5 for representing Slater orbitals by a gaussian
expansion and subsequent evaluation of the pertinent gaussian integrals.|
The actual values of the interaction are certainly of interest. Further since this
model contains the essential variables of the H...H interaction, a thorough investiga-
tion yields quantitative concepts which could be generalized to more complex
systems.
Consequently, an analysis of the dependence of the interaction energy on the
parameters of the model was undertaken. Tn an attempt to clarify this dependence
the use of simple electrostatic arguments and the " overlap concept " were investi-
gated. In addition, various functional representations for the interaction energies
were investigated and it appeared that for linear cases (At/R+A2K) exp (—BR)
and for non-linear cases C0 + Ct cos 0 + C2 cos2 0 gave the best results. Finally,
as an application of the model, sets of parameters were selected to represent the
molecular fragments CH and NH and the calculated interaction energies for these
fragments were compared to semi-empirical data.
M O D E L
The description used for the bonds A—H and B—H in the model A—H...H—B
was essentially the same as the one used by Van Duyneveldt and Murrell 2 for the
A—H bond in their calculations. Therefore we repeat only the essentials. The
* for an extensive review of the literature see réf. (1).
t The necessary programme was supplied by Prof. S. Huzinaga.
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AH and BH bond lengths were taken to be 2 a.u. and since only situations in which
all four centres are in one plane were considered, the geometry of the system can be
characterized by three parameters (see fig. 1).
H
Fio. 1. — Geometry of the planar system A — H...H — B in terms of the distance /?AB and the angles
OA and 63.
The bonding molecular orbital (MO) for AH, a, will be denoted as
and the corresponding antibonding MO, a', as
a' = N'(hA-k'<rA).
In these expressions 7zA and CTA represent, respectively, a Slater Is orbital on H with
exponent £H and a Slater 1pa orbital on A with exponent CA, and k is the polarity
parameter. Similar to a and a', the bonding and antibonding MO on BH, b and
b', respectively are linear combinations of /;B and <TB where the polarity parameter is
denoted by /.
The explicit expressions for the various contributions to the interaction energy
were obtained from the prescriptions given by Williams, Schaad and Murrell 6 for
the first-order energies, and by Van Duyneveldt 7 for the second-order energies.
Since the actual expressions for the coulomb energy £conl, the first-order exchange
energy jEUà» ^e induction energy J?ind and the dispersion energy Eaiev are used in
the discussion we present them here. Although the second-order exchange energy
-Eewh was evaluated, the expression for this contribution does not enter the discussion
and is therefore omitted :
ÊCOU, = 2(fl2 I FB») + 2(/>2 | FAH)-4(a2 | ft2) + 1/RHH+(<tf I <72) +
töl/O+tö.^-1), (D
where
= -—+ f{2a2(2)-<TA(2)K2'dT2riiAi J
is the potential field of the AH bond. The potential field FBH of the BH bond is
given by an analogous expression. The integrals involved are denoted by
(a21 FB") - fo2(l)FBH(l)dT,
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Further,
F<!) - — ^ ((^ FB" I nMh4-f<s FA" I nBa~\4-(nm l ßAH^ (21
^exc* — ^\(,^ab' | ^aft J "T (.^„fc f I /'„fc ) + \Pab l Paft J/' W
where Sab= \ab dr is the intermolecular overlap and p„" = ab — Saba2 and p$l = ab
-Sabb2. Finally,
_ -2(aa' | FBH)2 , -2(66' | FAH)2
A£«->U'
and
-4(aa' \ bb')2 ...
-ï • (4)
In eqn (3) and (4), A^-,«- and AEb->b' are the energy differences between the
first excited singlet state and the ground state of the fragments AH and BH respec-
tively for which, following Van Duyneveldt and Murrell,2 the value 0.25 a.u. was
used in all our calculations.
In order to facilitate discussions pertaining to electrostatic concepts and the
meaning of parameters such as k, CA and CH, we present in table 1 some bond
properties, such as the position of the centre of the charge distribution a2 (dA), the
dipole moment and the polarizability as functions of the above-mentioned parameters.
Choosing the z-axis along the bond axis one obtains c?A = j aza dr. Because of
the symmetry of the system the dipole moment as well as the polarizability have
only one non-zero component, i.e., the component along the bond axis which is
denoted by fi (dipole moment) and a (polarizability). The two-centre integral
required in the calculation of </A, ß and a, J a\zhA di was evaluated using formulas
given by Sahni.8 The value of dA in table 1 refers to H as origin, whereas a was
calculated using A as origin. Atomic units have been used in table 1 as they are
throughout the paper.
TABLE 1.—SELECTED BOND PROPERTIES (IN ATOMIC UNITS) AS A FUNCTION OF THE ORBITAL
PARAMETERS k, ÇA. AND ÇH
ÇA ÇH k d\ i'* a
28.65
28.52
20.72
20.81
16.50
16.52
2.0 1.0 1.0 0.76977 +0.46 18.73
2.0 1.2 1.0 0.79582 +0.41 19.21
* A negative dipole moment indicates a polarity in the sense A~H+
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations using the model described in the previous section were performed
over the following ranges of parameters :
(i) CA, CB = 1.5-2.5;
(ii) f« = 1.0-1.2 (in all calculations £HA = CHfl = CH);
(iii) k, 1 = 0.5-1.0;
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.5
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.12458
1.15309
1.26458
1.27879
1.36718
1.37590
-0.25
-0.31
-0.53
-0.56
-0.73
-0.75
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(iv) EHIl = 1.0-15.0 a.u.
(v) 0A = OB = 0-45°,
and ÖA = (360°-ÖB) = 0-45°.
An exhaustive investigation of these cases was not undertaken ; however, a number
of representative cases were selected and investigated in depth for the purpose of
developing concepts which could be applied more generally.
L I N E A R SYSTEMS
The results given in table 2 will be discussed first.
TABLE 2.-—CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE INTERACTION ENERGY (IN ATOMIC UNITS) BETWEEN TWO
NON-BONDED HYDROGEN ATOMS IN THE LINEAR MODEL SYSTEM A—H...H—B
parameter values k = I = 0.5, £A = £B = 1.5, CH = 1-0 (case I)
AHH(a.u.) £eoui £jnd £disp £exch Etota]
1.0 0.19564 -0.12789 -0.01185 0.14057 0.19646
2.0 0.01630 -0.01628 -0.00780 0.04180 0.03402
4.0 0.00180 -0.00047 -0.00133 0.00178 0.00177
6.0 0.00062 -0.00005 -0.00026 0.00006 0.00036
10.0 0.00013 -0.00002 0.00011
15.0 0.00004 0.00004
parameter values k = / = 0.5, f A = £B = 2.0, £H = 1-0 (case II)
1.0 0.23277 -0.11938 -0.00735 0.09978 0.20582
2.0 0.00347 -0.01890 -0.00494 0.02439 0.03402
4.0 0.00512 -0.00090 -0.00081 0.00101 0.00441
6.0 0.00179 -0.00012 -0.00016 0.00003 0.00154
10.0 0.00044 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.00042
15.0 0.00014 0.00014
parameter values k=l— 0.5, £A = C B = 2.5, ÇH = 1.0 (case UI)
1.0 0.26647 -0.11709 -0.00506 0.07964 0.22396
2.0 0.04611 -0.02085 -0.00348 0.01945 0.04122
4.0 0.00799 -0.00117 -0.00057 0.00087 0.00712
6.0 0.00293 -0.00017 -0.00011 0.00003 0.00268
10.0 0.00076 -0.00001 -0.00001 0.00074
15.0 0.00025 0.00025
parameter values k = l = 1.0, £A = £B = 2.0, £H = 1.0 (case IV)
1.0 0.09675 -0.07373 -0.00411 0.18987 0.20877
2.0 -0.01069 -0.00381 -0.00450 0.05899 0.03999
4.0 -0.00038 -0.00003 -0.00085 0.00297 0.00171
6.0 0.00031 -0.00002 -0.00016 0.00011 0.00024
10.0 0.00014 -0.00002 — 0.00012
15.0 0.00006 0.00006
COULOMB ENERGY
At long distances the coulomb energy reduces to the multipole-multipole inter-
action between the two systems. However, when the charge densities of the two
systems overlap, this simple picture is no longer valid and following Van Duyneveldt
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and Murrell 2 we divide .Ecoui into a multipole energy £mult and a " penetration
energy " Epea. The multipole energy
_L J_ 2 4 2_ 2
where du, analogous to dA, is the centre of the charge distribution b2, calculated
using HB as origin. This expression for Emun results from replacing all contributions
to ^cout (see eqn (1)) by their monopole-monopole analogues. The penetration
energy is simply deiined as the difference between £^„1 and Eman.
For the range ^Hn<2.0a.u., it appears that, although there may be components
of Ecoai which are not well represented by a monopole-monopole term, they largely
cancel with the result that Ematt provides not less than 85 % of Ecoul. Consequently,
the increase in £"coul can be attributed to the increase in the terms dA and dB occurring
in Ecoul, which explains the dependence of Ecoai on k and £ in this range.*
For 2.0</ÎHH<6.0 a.u., Emun is still an adequate guide if k is small. However,
if k is large the expected inadequacy is significant (up to 70 %) ; for example, Eeoui,
which one expects to be repulsive on the basis of a simple multipole representation,
actually is slightly attractive for k = 1.0 and Rm = 2.0-4.0 a.u. which can be
explained on basis of the relatively large proton attraction terms.
I N D U C T I O N E N E R G Y
Since the terms
(aa' \ Vmi)2 (bb'
— and —
appearing in Eiad are essentially quantum-mechanical analogues of dipole induced-
dipole interactions the corresponding electrostatic representation
2
Eind" — ~7j6K
was attempted with R = KÄAB + ^HH)- For distances Rm^6.Qa.u., £?$*' repro-
duced the essential features of our quantum-mechanical calculation. Unfortunately,
for distances Rmi<6.Q a.u., this simple representation departs from the \/R6 depen-
dence and is unable to account for the dependence of Elnd on £ and k. For these
distances one should examine the quantum-mechanical expression. For small k,
the value obtained from Ef^dct' becomes less attractive as £ decreases, whereas our
calculations show the opposite behaviour for Elna. This, and the fact that Ef^* is
less attractive than Elnd for small k, can be understood from the £ dependence of
the relatively important proton attraction terms in (aa' \ Vm) and (bb' \ FAH).
On varying/: from 0.5 to 1.0, the dipole moment of AHchangessign and consequent-
ly £fi"tr goes through a minimum. However, for -RHH^ 2.0 a.u. and the same variation
in k, Elnd decreases monotonically since the term (aa' \ VBH) does not change sign.
(It appears that for this range of Rm the proton attraction term (aa' \ H^1) is
important enough to outweigh the increase in the electron repulsion term (aa' \ b2)
as k increases so that (aa' \ FBH) remains attractive.) Thus, even though the dipole
moment may be zero, the value of Eind need not be zero. As /?Hn is increased
* Where ÇA = ÇB we denote them by Ç.
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beyond 2.0 a.u. a separation is reached that permits a changing k to bring about a
change in sign of (aa' \ FBH) ; the specific value of A: for which this sign change occurs
depends on Rua and decreases as Rmi increases.
DISPERSION ENERGY
London 9 has given the following form for the dispersion energy between two
cylindrically symmetric systems :
Using this equation, setting R equal to K^AB + ^HH) and A£AH and AEm equal to
AEfl-,fl' and AEb->b- respectively, the essential features of our calculations of Eaisp
were reproduced.* Thus the dependence of Edlsp on k and Ç follow from the depen-
dence of aAH on k and Ç (see table 1).
EXCHANGE ENERGY
In order to check the validity of arguments that E^h would be small compared
to J^eVch (see, e.g., réf. (10)) this quantity was evaluated explicitly and was 10-100
times as small as E^h. Since both the first- and second-order exchange energy are
due to the inclusion of exchange terms in the perturbation expansion these two contri-
butions were taken together in the discussion and their sum will be denoted by J?exch.
The calculations show that the repulsive character of Ee*ch increases strongly for
decreasing f and \jk and that it is important only at short distances. These trends
suggest that EeKcb is a sensitive function of the intermolecular overlap and distance.
It has been argued (see, e.g., réf. (11)) that iWh could be represented by ßS2b/Rm.
However, from our calculations it follows that ß is not a constant but increases for
increasing intermolecular distance (see table 3). Detailed analysis of the various
terms in E^h shows that E^ch (an<i therefore in fact also E,.^) varies like Sa"b/RHll,
where n lies between 1 and 2 and decreases with increasing Rmi ; this explains whyß increases with increasing R.
TABLE 3. — VALUES OF ß (IN ATOMIC UNITS) IN THE REPRESENTATION OF Eexch BY ßS^/Rmi
ÄHH(a.u.) Sab (case II) S^ (case IV) ß (case II) /3(case IV)
1.0 0.29370 0.48945 1.2 0.8
2.0 0.16504 0.29744 1.8 1.3
4.0 0.04201 0.08366 2.3 1.7
6.0 0.00920 0.01938 2.5 1.8
In order to facilitate comparison between our results and those of others we fitted
our results for EeKch for 1.0^7?HH<6.0a.u. to a curve of the type Ae\p(—BR).
Using a least-squares technique t a reasonable fit was obtained and the values
obtained for A and B (see table 4) may be compared to those reported by Craig et al. 1 2
TOTAL E N E R G Y
For small k values the total energy increases for increasing £. This behaviour
is caused by Ecoal, which increases with increasing £ values and which is for all
distances, the dominant term for systems with small k values. For large k, at small
* The only exception occurred for ÄHH = 1-0 a.u. and large k, where Eähp is smaller than pre-
dicted from electrostatic formulas. The reason is that in this situation, the repulsive character of
(aa' | bb') is strongly reduced by the attractive terms — (OA | h£) and — (AA I °B)-
fin the least-squares procedure the values of the pertinent energies at RUH ~ 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0,
5.0 and 6.0 a.u. were used. The total square deviation was in all cases less than 10~3 a.u.
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distances £cxch is the dominant repulsive term. Since Eexch decreases rapidly with
increasing distance and also because for large k Econl is small (or even attractive)
for intermediate distances, the total energy diminishes very rapidly for these distances.
In all cases for distances JRHH>6.0a.u. Ecoui is the most important term and thus
at these distances the total interaction energy can be represented roughly by the
dipole-dipole interaction energy.
TABLE 4.—VALUES OF A AND B (IN ATOMIC UNITS) IN THE REPRESENTATION OF E^xch BY A exp
(-BR)
case A B
I 0.86 1.57
II 0.59 1.62
III 0.44 1.58
IV 1.08 1.50
The results for Etot in the range 1.0<AHH<6.0 a.u. were fitted * to a number of
curves and it appeared that the curve (A1/R+A2R) exp (-BR) gave the most satis-
factory results (see table 5). The differences between the coefficients for the various
cases can be readily understood from the discussion given above.
TABLE 5.—VALUES OF AI, A^ AND B (IN ATOMIC UNITS) IN THE REPRESENTATION OF £totai
BY (Ai/R+A2R) exp (-BR)
case AI AÏ B
I 0.56 0.0097 1.08
II 0.41 0.0044 0.78
III 0.41 0.0064 0.69
IV 0.54 -0.0102 0.93
CALCULATIONS WITH £H = 1.2
Since in molecular orbital calculations for molecules which contain hydrogen the
optimum orbital coefficient for the hydrogen Is orbital appears to be about 1.2, it was
considered worthwhile to investigate the changes in the various contributions to the
interaction energy under a change of £H from 1.0 to 1.2 f (see fig. 2(i)-(iv) for the per-
tinent results). Before discussing the various contributions we note that the centre
of the charge distribution a2 shifts towards centre A and that the polarizability increases
if one increases £„ from 1.0 to 1.2 (see table 1).
k = / = 0.5, ÇA = ÇB = 1.5, ÇH = 1.2 (case I') ;
k = / = 0.5, ÇA = SB = 2.5, ÇH = 1.2 (case III') ;
* = /=1.0,ÇA. = ÇB = 2.0,ÇH=1.2 (case IV).
(i) Ecoul ; (Ü) ^London ! (»») ^excb ', (iv) Eioi.
These two features explain the differences in £"coul and £Lond0n Î between £„ =
1.0 and CH = 1-2 for Rm ^  6.0 a.u. where these contributions can be obtained from
their electrostatic representations. For short and intermediate distances (RHH<
6.0 a.u.) differences of the above-mentioned contributions for CH = 1-0 and £H =
1.2 can be understood from the behaviour of the proton attraction and electron
repulsion terms in the pertinent matrix elements. For London» the increase in proton
* see footnote on p. 1835.
t For an examination of the change in dispersion energy under this orbital contraction see réf. (13).
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FIG. 2.—Contributions to the interaction energy between two non-bonded hydrogen atoms in the linear model
system A—H...H—B for the parameter values :
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FIG. 3.—Contributions to the interaction energy between two non-bonded hydrogen atoms in the
model system A—H- • -H—B for the parameter values k — I = 0.5, ÇA = ÇB = 2.0, ÇH = 1-0, RAB =
6.0 a.u., OB = OA (case V) and 0B = (360"-0A) (case VI). (i) The solid curves give Ecou\ and the
dashed curves give ^London- (») The solid curves give .t'toi and the dashed curves give Eexeh-
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attraction terms dominates the increase in electron repulsion terms for all AHH<6.0
a.u. Although this explanation also holds for the change in Ecoa{ in the range RHH^
2.0 a.u. the trend for 2.Q^RHll<6.Q a.u. is due to the fact that the proton attraction
terms decrease less than do the electron repulsion terms. The result is that for
AHH<6.0a.u., Ecout is less repulsive and Eiad is more attractive for £H = 1.2 than
forCH = 1.0.
The intermolecular overlap decreases upon increase of £H from 1.0 to 1.2 which
makes it plausible that EeMh decreases. From the discussion on £coui, ^London and
£cxch, for -RHH<6.0a.u., £,„, always decreases quite substantially upon changing
CH from 1.0 to 1.2. For J?HH^6.0a.u. where £coul is the dominant term, Etot
increases for small k and decreases for large k.
N O N - L I N E A R S Y S T E M S
In linear systems the two protons are the main interacting centres and although
important, the potentials on A and B are less essential than for non-linear situations
where the A...HB and B...HA interactions become relatively more important. Due
to the fact that the potentials on A and B are simple, it appears that only calculations
up to ÖA, OB = ±45° would be appropriate.
In the previous paragraphs we investigated the correctness of electrostatic formulas
to calculate interaction energies in linear systems for short intermolecular distances.
This investigation is now extended to an examination of the correctness of the angular
dependence of the interaction energies predicted by electrostatic theory. The angular
dependence of the electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction is given by (see, e.g., réf. (14))
/(0A,0B) = 2 cos 0A cos OB + sin 0A sin 0B.
The results of our calculations for £"coul (see fig. 3(i)) decrease more rapidly with
increasing 0 than predicted from the formula given above. Fof 0A = (360 —0B) =
30°, Ecoui even becomes attractive. The rapid decrease of Ecou{ is due to the fact
that the proton attraction terms decrease less rapidly than the electron repulsion
Icnns, because for non-linear situations the matrix elements can be split up into
" a—a " and " n— n " type * interactions which will affect the electron repulsion
terms more than the proton attraction terms. The angular dependence of Eind (sec,
e.g., réf. (14)) and Edisp '} is given by/2(0A,0B) and in this case also the results of our
calculations (see fig. 3(i)) decrease more rapidly than predicted on basis of electrostatic
theory. The same explanation as for Ema\ may be put forward for this feature.
Although the arguments on which the representation of £exch by ßSablR\m is based
refer essentially to the variation ofEneh with Run in linear systems, this representation
was nevertheless attempted and appeared to be reasonable.
TABLE 6.—VALUES OF C0) Ct AND C2 (IN ATOMIC UNITS) IN THE REPRESENTATION OF ^ „tai
BY C0+C1! cos OA+ C2 cos2 0A
case CQ C i C2
V 0.128 -0.351 0.257
VI 0.451 -1.176 0.757
The results for Etol given in lig. 3(ii) were fitted to an equation of the type CVfC,
cos 0A + C2 cos2 0A using a least-squares technique f (see table 6). A satisfactory
* The symbols a and n refer to symmetry with respect to the line between the respective interacting
centres.
t In the least-squares procedure the values of the total interaction energy at 0A = 0, 10, 20, 30
and 45° were used. The total square deviation was in all cases less than 10~4 a.u..
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fit was obtained and the negative coefficient C\ reflects the rapid decrease of Etot
as a function of 9.
CONTACT WITH REAL FRAGMENTS
The most important non-bonded hydrogen-hydrogen interactions are CH.-.HC
and NH...HN and therefore it seems worthwhile to try to select combinations of
parameters to represent these fragments. In doing so we are basically guided by
the dipole moment, the polarizability, the Slater exponent on A and calculated
molecular wave functions.* According to the rules given by Slater one obtains
Cc2p = 1.625 and CN2p = 1.95, therefore it was decided to relate CH and NH to a
set of parameters with £A = 1.5 and £A = 2.0 respectively. The dipole moments
should be treated with care, since in our calculations not all electrons were taken into
account. Although we may still be able to account for trends in polarity, it is
questionable whether one should choose k in such a way as to obtain the right magni-
tude of the dipole moment.f Also, the polarizability is a questionable guide. The
(a.u.)
FIG. 4.—Interaction energies between molecular fragments 1,CH...HC(£ = 0,6, ÇA = l.S.îji = 1.0);
2, NH...NH (k = 0.7, ÇA = 2.0, ÇH =• 1-0). 3, Williams' curve for the interaction between non-
bonded hydrogen atoms in crystals of aromatic hydrocarbons.
polarizability obtained from this model deviates in two ways from the experimentally
obtained bond polarizabilities for CH and NH (see e.g., réf. (14), chap. 13), i.e., in
out model a± = 0 and a n is about four times too large. These defects are due to
the fact that in our model the electron density is cylindrically symmetric and that not
* For a related discussion see réf. (7), chap. 5.
t In order to reproduce the dipole moments calculated by Cade and Huo 15 ((ACH = 0.6179 a.u.
and [ANK = 0.6401 a.u., polarity in the sense A~HO, one would obtain for CH a k value of 0.3 to
0.4 and for NH a fc value of 0.4 to 0.5.
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all electrons are taken into account. Because of these difficulties it was decided to
compare the MO a to the localized molecular orbitals given by Edmiston and
Ruedenberg.16 They find *
^bondin, CH = N (0.34 C2s + 0.51 C2/w + 0.52Hls)
0bondin,NH = N' (0.28 A^ + 0.23 N2pa + 0.52 N2pK + 0.52 Hls)
In order to make contact with our simple MO a, we define the amount of Hls-
character as follows
Xni s = (square of coefficient of H]s)/sum of the squares of all coefficients.
This yields
XH» = k2/([+k2) ; xn,.(0bond.cH) = 0.40; jfo^bond.Nii) = 0.41.
In order to simulate a Xms—0.4, k must be roughly equal to 0.8. However, then
we would get for CH and NH polarities in the sense A+H~. Since this is not satis-
factory, it was decided to use those k values close to k = 0.8 but which still yield a
polarity in the sense A~H+. Then we get k = 0.6 for CH and k = 0.7 for NH.
Further, for the orbital exponent on His the value 1.0 was used.
The total interaction energy for C—H...H—C and N—H...H—N is presented
in fig. 4 and also included is the curve obtained by Williams 17 for the interaction
between non-bonded hydrogen atoms in crystals of aromatic hydrocarbons. The
correspondence between the results given by Williams and the results of our calcula-
tions is reasonably good. However, this whole scheme of relating sets of parameters
to molecular fragments although useful is far from rigorous.
CONCLUSIONS
At short intermolecular distances electrostatic concepts should be handled with
care. Not only do they fail to give the right magnitude of the interaction energies
but they may also give the wrong trends. In addition, the usual representation of
the exchange energy by ßSal/RHH does not satisfactorily represent the exchange energy
over an extended range of intermolecular distances.
Further, a change of the Slater exponent of the hydrogen ls-orbital from 1.0
to 1.2 is not only important in molecular orbital calculations of bonded hydrogen
but for the calculations presented here has also a significant effect on the non-bonded
hydrogen interaction energies for /?HH < 6.0 a.u. Finally, although the model is
simple, it is possible with only the two paramaters £A and k to obtain interaction
energies with different characteristics. Indeed, by an appropriate selection of these
two parameters, a reasonable result for the CH...HC interaction could be obtained.
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